Coherent diffraction imaging of non-isolated object with apodized illumination.
Coherent diffraction imaging (CDI) is an established lensless imaging method widely used at the x-ray regime applicable to the imaging of non-periodic materials. Conventional CDI can practically image isolated objects only, which hinders the broader application of the method. We present the imaging of non-isolated objects by employing recently proposed "non-scanning" apodized-illumination CDI at an optical wavelength. We realized isolated apodized illumination with a specially designed optical configuration and succeeded in imaging phase objects as well as amplitude objects. The non-scanning nature of the method is important particularly in imaging live cells and tissues, where fast imaging is required for non-isolated objects, and is an advantage over ptychography. We believe that our result of phase contrast imaging at an optical wavelength can be extended to the quantitative phase imaging of cells and tissues. The method also provides the feasibility of the lensless single-shot imaging of extended objects with x-ray free-electron lasers.